Aim to capture interest rates for the long term

Nippon India Nivesh Lakshya Fund

(An open ended debt scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is greater than 7 years)

Aim to enjoy long term benefits of investing in pure debt & money market instruments including Government Securities, in a tax-efficient manner**, with no lock-in period!

So go ahead and seize the opportunity TODAY!

For more information contact your Mutual Fund distributor or visit https://mf.nipponindiaim.com

This product is suitable for investors who are seeking*:

- Income over long term.
- Investment in Debt and Money Market Instruments with portfolio Macaulay Duration of greater than 7 years.

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

**Sale of units after 36 Months of purchases entitles investor to avail indexation benefit for other than equity oriented scheme. Long term Capital gain and short term capital gain Tax is applicable on redemption based on period of holding.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
MANN RECUSES HOURS BEFORE FIRST MEETING
SC committee coPaks, key member opts out saying he is with farmers

Record govt purchases of cotton, paddy from Punjab

That's the third-fastest T20 century by Mushtaq Ali Trophy game. It was 11 sixes in domestic T20 Syed.

THE DOST of Nagpur's Nagpurexhilarated a question mark on the credentials in a question the court names now member committed. What also complicates the scenario is the right-wing rejection of the order by farmer unions.

The 42-year-old плanned that the ball landed the market on time at the season's start when rates were Rs 21,400-40,000/ton. That's a view also echoed by Harind Singh Sumeet, a former farmer who sold 25 quintals of the crop, grown on two out of his three-four fields, as the season started.

And it is not just cotton. Government agencies have procured an all-time high. 202,782 quintals of paddy from Punjab at the MSP of Rs 1,150 (per quintal) for 2023-24

Continued on Page 2

SOURAV ROY BARMAN

Two-thirds of the delinquents "not in financial distress" in the survey

Of those who do not have a job, 60% are not in financial distress, says the survey. The delinquents' gender is inapplicable but men are more searching for a job than women.

Continued on Page 2

In a letter to his brother, Kamaruddeen, a farmer from Nagpur, New Delhi, Srinagar--a long road ahead.

PRANAV MUKUL

اعدة A:

Contemplating an airport in Nagpur, which also is a part of the Competition Commission of India's probe, has enabled the government to form a special panel to handle the situation, the Statement of Objects and Intent of the Bill.

The statement says that the airport would be 600 square kilometer and would be built in a greenfield area of 150 hectares. It will be owned by the government.

Continued on Page 2


delhi survey: 10,000 kids out of school, 80% homes don’t have computers

New Delhi: 10,000 kids out of school, 80% homes don’t have computers

SOURAV ROY BARMAN

TWO-THIRDS of the delinquents "not in financial distress" in the survey.

Of those who do not have a job, 60% are not in financial distress, says the survey. The delinquents' gender is inapplicable but men are more searching for a job than women.

Continued on Page 2

PM to launch vaccine drive, first list up

KAULAIN SHERRIF, DEHLI, JANUARY 14

Narendra Modi will launch the COVID-19 vaccination drive on Saturday, connecting with 1000 country via video-conferences. The Prime Minister, in his address will address the sites, who were once poor groups, will be vaccinated over the next five months.

Continued on Page 2

Arvind Vithal Gandhi

A true leader, the moral of this episode. He built Reliability and Uncompromising Quality into USV pillars of success.

He led with abundant energy and gentle compulsion. He remains a timeless inspiration in our lives.
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"Next Azhar" is a 26-year-old power hitter from Kerala: 100 in 37 balls

Mohammed Asaduard

"Next Azhar" is a 26-year-old power hitter from Kerala: 100 in 37 balls

Reaching the milestone during a 54-match 137 against Mumbai, hitting nine fours and 15 sixes in the domestic T20
diary game from the former 120-year-old man who has had the road ahead.

The match followed a 15-match 201 against Karnataka, eight fours and 11 sixes in the domestic T20
diary game from the former 120-year-old man who has had the road ahead.
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ASSAM: THIS BIRD, COVID-THREATENED BHALIWAR FOWL ARE NOT LETTING THEIR GUARD DOWN

Under the dense foliage of Morigaon's village Phaniguri, the small Bhaliwar bean, also known as Morigaon bird, has made its comeback in recent years after years of neglect. The bird, which is native to Assam, has been given a new lease of life by the local community, who have made efforts to protect and conserve the species.

"We are proud of our Bhaliwar as it is the pride of our village," said Prakash, the local Bhaliwar expert. "We have taken several initiatives to protect and conserve the species." 

The Bhaliwar is a small bird, with a black body and white wings. It is known for its melodious song, which is often heard during the spring season.

"We have introduced a breeding program for the Bhaliwar, and we are seeing an increase in their population," Prakash added.

The bird is also known for its intelligence, and is often seen perching on branches and trees. It is a common sight in rural areas of Assam, and is known to feed on insects and small fruits.

"Our efforts have paid off, and we are happy to see the Bhaliwar thriving in our village," Prakash said.

The Bhaliwar is an important part of the local community, and is often seen as a symbol of Assam's cultural heritage. The bird is also known to bring good fortune to those who see it, and is often seen as a sign of good luck.

"We are happy to see the Bhaliwar making a comeback in our village," Prakash said. "We will continue to protect and conserve the species, so that future generations can also enjoy its beauty."
मोदी - तुझे सलाम
एक दूत जिसकी दूर दृष्टि ने देश को कोरोना से लड़ने की शक्ति दी

deshmayapi vaaksineeshon ko shuruuaat

विजय गोयल
अध्यक्ष
पूर्व केंद्रीय मंत्री

उपाध्यक्ष: महाप्रेम - जय प्रकाश, विधायक - मोहन सिंह विद्या, अजय महावर, अनिल बाजपेयी
मोहन गोयल, अरुणक गोयल, तेजपाल सिंह, श्याम बाला, श्याम गुंदर अय्यालान
महामंत्री: सतपाल माटिया, गोपाल गर्ग, पंकज जैन, सैयसु गांधी
सचिव: शाहर गिरीदेह, दीपक जैन, राजन जैना, नितिन देवान, सजेश शास्त्री, सुभिष्ट भर्तीन

लोक अभियान
हेअटिज इंडिया पार्जेंशन
74 शावर रूड, बंगाली मार्केट, नई दिल्ली - टूर्नापोः 23722020

New Delhi
**UNION MINISTER MEETS MCD OFFICIALS**

**Civic bodies revoke no chicken order after Centre steps in**

**BRIEFLY**

58-year-old pushed from moving car after robbery

New Delhi: A 58-year-old woman went missing on January 10 and her body was found on a moving car after a son and his wife saw her pushing a passenger cart in the presence of police. The woman, who was a resident of the area, went missing on January 10 and her body was found on January 11.

**Express News Service**

New Delhi: The civic bodies have revoked their no-chicken order after Centre steps in. The Centre has asked the MCDs to follow the protocol as per the guidelines of the Centre.

The Centre had earlier asked the MCDs to follow the protocol as per the guidelines of the Centre.

**Yamuna crosses 400-cumec mark, release to be increased to 298 cumec**

**BRIEFLY**

The Yamuna River crossed the 400-cumec mark on Thursday, with the minimum flow of water being increased to 298 cumec, the highest in the last five years.

The Yamuna River has crossed the 400-cumec mark on Thursday, with the minimum flow of water being increased to 298 cumec, the highest in the last five years.
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The Indian Army is certainly the pride of every Indian, and admired the world over for its professionalism and commitment in the line of duty. The Indian Army is also one of the largest troop contributors in UN Peacekeeping Missions, including those in Cyprus, Lebanon, Congo, Angola, Cambodia, Vietnam, Namibia, El Salvador, Liberia, Mozambique, South Sudan, and Somalia.

Apart from wars, the army has conducted peace time exercises such as Operation Brasstacks and Exercise Shoor Veer, and it has also been actively involved in many United Nations Peacekeeping Missions, including those in Cyprus, Lebanon, Congo, Angola, Cambodia, Vietnam, Namibia, El Salvador, Liberia, Mozambique, South Sudan, and Somalia.

The Indian Army is currently reviving its force to be ready to face future wars, as part of its commitment to national security and global peace. The Indian Army situation is critical and responsibility for the security and safety of the nation, with its personnel working under any risk for their personal safety. The Indian Army’s stories remain an inspiration and motivation, to serve the country with devotion.
The City

75 VACCINE SITES FOR COVISHIELD, 6 FOR COVAXIN

Gurgaon gets 45,000 doses; vaccinations 4 times a week

Sachin Goyal
Gurgaon, January 14

The Government has given 100 to the sites which will have enough staff to do so, the day is salary, said Sanjay Singh, and they will continue their services in the Regional and District Territories.

AAP leaders can't protest outside L-G, Shah homes

New Delhi: Opposition parties’ leaders Rahul Chaddha and Sanjay Singh said they will present the problems outstanding in the city and the government will not be allowed to protest at any of the homes of the LT and L-G. We can’t allow them to protest outside the homes of the LT and L-G, DC alluded in his remarks.

A Mock of Covishield and Covaxin for the first round of coronavirus vaccination was used for the first time in Chandigarh, District, India on Wednesday.

Sisodia, MCDs spar over Rs 938 cr

The Delhi government has given Rs 938 crore to the MCDs, of which Rs 100 crore was carried out through the EDC. “We send and receive all the visits from 152, the CM said, adding that the MCDs will get Rs 3,000, 7,500, and 10,500 doses of the vaccine as per the district’s requirements.

The vaccine will be administered in the public hearing, which will be decided by the India’s first phase.

Mahender Singh
Rajendra Nagar, January 14

A 38-YEAR-OLD man was stabbed to death by jittery fans outside his home.

RCI, Court, South Delhi, said police.

ARJUN RAJPUT
Amar Jyoti

In the CMS, we expect money from the government, we hope the money will be sufficient to cover the costs.

The government all over the world will be able to get relief in the world, said Arvind Kejriwal.

Vaccinations 4 times a week

There are 1,311 Covid patients in isolation as of now.

The capital to get vaccinated against Covid-19.

The preparations have been made for the capital to get vaccinated against Covid-19.
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Behind farmer-govt trust deficit, misreading of protests

PM’s Offices

BRITISH MP Naz Shah on Thursday took to Twitter to share the poems for the second time in a fortnight. At the beginning of his debate, the MP read out the national anthem in ‘Tripura Bhasha’, the official language of Tripura. The extremist group, the Tripura Bhasha Rajya Paksha, has also taken a lead in trying to promote the language in the state. The Indian Express, Kolkata, New Delhi, within its editorial titled ‘Tripura Bhasha: The Language of the Resistance’, has raised concerns about the promotion of Bhasha Rajya Paksha in the state. The hashtag #TripuraBhasha is trending on Twitter.


data-image-id=""]

PM Modi’s office has been criticized for its handling of the farmers’ protests. The government has been accused of misreading the protests and not taking the concerns of the farmers seriously. The farmers have been demanding the repeal of three farm laws, which they believe will lead to the exploitation of small farmers and the dismantling of the mandis system. The government, on the other hand, has been stating that the laws will benefit farmers and increase their income.

The protests have continued for over a month, with thousands of farmers gathering at the borders of Delhi and Mumbai to demand the repeal of the laws. The government has been facing criticism for not taking the protests seriously and for not engaging with the farmers in a meaningful way. The farmers have been demanding the withdrawal of the laws and the restoration of the previous situation.

The government has been accusing the opposition of misreading the protests and for not taking the farmers’ demands seriously. The government has stated that the farmers are being misinformed and that the laws will actually benefit them.

The protests have caused a significant impact on the country, with a loss of 200,000 to 300,000 metric tonnes of foodgrains and a 10% drop in farm income. The government has been accused of not taking the farmers’ demands seriously and for not engaging with them in a meaningful way.
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Nepal foreign minister to meet Jaishankar today

First high-level diplomatic visit from Nepal since border row with India

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 14

The Ministry of External Affairs confirmed that Nepalese Foreign Minister Pradeep Gyawali will meet his Indian counterpart, External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar, today. Speaking to the press in New Delhi on Thursday, MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said that the meeting will take place in a cordial and friendly atmosphere.

On Friday, a petition seeking information on the state of the bilateral relations between the two countries was filed. The petitioner sought information on the reasons behind the border row and any steps taken towards resolving the issue.

Hyderabad lawyer Praveen Thakuri, who represents the petitioner, said, “The border row has caused suffering to thousands of people, leading to loss of property and livelihood. There has been a need for a diplomatic resolution to this crisis.”

Thakuri added, “The government has not taken any effective steps to resolve the issue, and the border has remained closed for a long time. This has led to a deterioration in the bilateral relations between Nepal and India.”

Nawab Malik's son-in-law held in Narcotics Case

Nawab Malik’s son-in-law held in Narcotics Case

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 14

Police have arrested Nazir Malik, son-in-law of former Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee president Najeeb Jung, in a drug case. According to reports, Nazir Malik was caught possession of cannabis and heroin.

Nazir Malik was arrested from his residence in Karol Bagh, New Delhi. He is accused of possessing and selling narcotics.

Nazir Malik was earlier known for his involvement in the law enforcement and had served as a detective in the Delhi Police. He has been closely associated with Najeeb Jung’s political career.

Murder of the son-in-law, a senior police officer, has raised questions about the alleged nexus between the police and the drug mafia.

In South Korea, university students fight to save one of country's two Hindi language programmes

KOLKATA, JANUARY 14

In a surprising move, university students from Busan University of Foreign Studies (BUFS) have staged protests against the closure of the Hindi language course.

The protests were organized by students who are concerned about the decision to shut down the Hindi language programme at BUFS. They have expressed their support for the Hindi language and its importance in promoting cultural diversity.

The students have been advocating for the preservation of the Hindi language and the inclusion of more courses related to Indian Studies.

In other news, the students have also been demanding better facilities and resources for Indian Studies at BUFS.

Kashmir dispute to be discussed at 13th meet of AJK parliament

The 13th meeting of the AJK parliament was held in Muzaffarabad today. The meeting was attended by all members of the parliament and was presided over by Speaker Mohammad Yousuf.

The meeting discussed the Kashmir dispute and the situation in Kashmir. Members of the parliament expressed their concerns about the ongoing conflict and the need for a peaceful resolution.

They also stressed the importance of diplomatic efforts to address the concerns of the people of Kashmir.

Nawab Malik’s son-in-law held in Narcotics Case

The Joint Commission is an independent body that provides support to victims of domestic violence and offers legal aid. The commission has been instrumental in providing support to victims of domestic violence and has played a crucial role in raising awareness about the issue.

The Joint Commission has been working towards empowering women and promoting gender equality. The commission has been known for its proactive approach and has been successful in providing support to vulnerable groups.

Saudi Arabia

The Saudi Arabian government has announced that it will be increasing its advertising expenditure by 20% in the coming year. The announcement was made during a meeting of the General Authority for Media and Information.

The announcement comes as part of the government’s strategy to boost the country’s economy. The increase in advertising expenditure is expected to have a positive impact on the country’s media and entertainment industry.

The government has also announced plans to invest in new media technologies and to develop a more diverse and inclusive media landscape.

Nawab Malik’s son-in-law held in Narcotics Case

The Enforcement Directorate has arrested Nawab Malik’s son-in-law, Nazir Khan, in a drug case.

Nazir Khan, who is the son-in-law of former Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee president Najeeb Jung, was arrested from his residence in Karol Bagh, New Delhi.

The ED has been investigating the case since last year and has been trying to establish a nexus between the police and the drug mafia.

The arrest comes in the wake of increasing concerns about the alleged nexus between the police and the drug mafia.

Pakistan

Pakistan’s foreign minister, Khawaja Asif, has announced that he will be visiting India to discuss the Kashmir dispute. The announcement was made during a meeting with the Indian foreign minister, S. Jaishankar.

The meeting is expected to discuss the ongoing conflict in the region and the need for a peaceful resolution.

The two foreign ministers are expected to meet on the sidelines of the 71st UN General Assembly in New York.

The Kashmir dispute continues to be a matter of concern for both nations and has been a major source of tension between them.

Nawab Malik’s son-in-law held in Narcotics Case

A special court has convicted Nazir Khan, son-in-law of former Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee president Najeeb Jung, in a drug case.

Nazir Khan was arrested by the Enforcement Directorate in June 2017 and was charged under Section 27(A) of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act.

The court found Khan guilty of possessing and selling narcotics and sentenced him to six years in prison.

The case had been filed by the Enforcement Directorate on the basis of a tip-off from a reliable source.

The case had received widespread media attention and had sparked debates about the alleged nexus between the police and the drug mafia.
**The Correction**

Allahabad HC welcomes a noble movement of constitutional caution against reckless state intrusion on personal liberty.

**Chinmayi Arun**

The proof of the pudding is in the eating... and in the case of Trump's accounts, the pudding is的话 has been eaten. The platform’s future is now uncertain.

**The Inquisitorial**

But it’s more likely the fringe will continue to move centre stage, in the guise of a prime-time ‘debate’. Behind this business model is the deeply cynical idea that facts, violence at the Capitol building in Washington DC, and the lack of any protocol to address the platform’s future is now uncertain.

**The Inquisitorial**

To argue that the newsworthiness protection for a speech to the US Congress should be viewed as a “responsible choice”, and not as an “enemy of the people”.

**The Inquisitorial**

But the crowd wasn’t just any crowd.

**The Inquisitorial**

And when Trump gave his speech, these factors were all at play.}
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**The Inquisitorial**

The celebrations are more than a victory not just against the pandemic but also against hope.

**The Inquisitorial**

The two-day Vayu by National Security Adviser Ajit Doval in Kabul was the first by a high-ranking Indian official to Afghanistan after talks began a high-level meeting between India and Afghanistan. The talks-between the Taliban and the Indian delegation are still, after the first day, the talks at the beginning of 2019.

**The Inquisitorial**

Misinformation should be counterbalanced with consistent and transparent sharing of scientifically sound information about the vaccines in a language easily accessible to citizens, their families and communities. People have a right to know what’s going on with the vaccine, how it will be stored in the body, and what reactions or side-effects, if any, they can expect, and how much is expected to be delivered.

**The Inquisitorial**

The COVID-19 inactivation drive is likely to extend for a longer duration. The platform is currently allowing people to react to the vaccine posts, but the scale and the information environment make it a matter of concern.

**The Inquisitorial**

The platform has now become a central hub for the discussion of the vaccine, with people sharing information and opinions about the vaccine. The platform is also a place where people can express their concerns and ask questions about the vaccine.
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The Chatham House report itself concedes that India’s importance to the UK is “incalculable”, and it is clear that no nation today can move forward without factoring in India. The next two years will see India move into a critical period of high-profile international activity, both as an elected member of the UN Security Council and as host of the 2023 G20 Summit. India can leverage these positions of influence to centre a more demanding vision of internationalization that disrupts the civilizational and militarized hierarchies that linger from Europe’s imperial era.

A great trust deficit

Centre’s divisive campaign will only deepen impasse with farmers

Randip Singh Surjewala

As we have seen, the Chatham House report groups India with a select few of “new powers in international affairs” capable of challenging US hegemony. India’s “great trust deficit” is overblown, but it has been measured against the backdrop of a global order that favors the US and European Union. India’s “great trust deficit” is overblown, but it has been measured against the backdrop of a global order that favors the US and European Union.

As President, Biden must reach out to divided US. As President, Biden must reach out to divided US. As President, Biden must reach out to divided US. As President, Biden must reach out to divided US.
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BETTER PLANNING

This refers to the article, “The US is in a completely different place now in terms of vaccine distribution cold chain infrastructure and logistics, and therefore the vaccine can be delivered more efficiently now.”

The vaccine was delivered more efficiently now because the US is in a completely different place now.

IDEAS ONLINE

Biden will have to find some common ground with India. The US cannot afford to aggravate an already tense relationship. It is in the US’s national interest to maintain a strong and stable relationship with India.

Without debate

This refers to the article, “There is no debate that the US and India have a very strong and deep relationship based on shared values.”

There is no debate that the US and India have a very strong and deep relationship based on shared values.
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Women’s participation in economic activities up in Kerala

SANTOSH SINGH

Women’s participation in economic activities has increased considerably in Kerala, largely driven by self-employment and casual labor, especially in rural areas, according to the Economic Review 2020.

The review cited the data from the National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) and the National Register of Employment and Unemployment (NREGA) to show an increase in women’s participation in economic activities, particularly in rural areas.

Akbar, who has filed a criminal defamation case against Ramani, has buttered his recent court appearance. He said, “I have shown her the path. There is no credit, attribution in her story. She has built a false image in their defense.”

The Economic Review attributed the increase in women’s participation to three factors: the thrust on women’s employment with a big emphasis on NREGA, the government’s focus on agro-business, and the thrust in particular on women and rural areas.

Despite resource constraints, the government focuses on women’s empowerment with a big thrust on particular areas in rural areas, women empowerment, both in terms of self-employment and non-traditional and non-agrobased, itsaid.

The state’s Ayyankali Urban Employment Guarantee Scheme (UERGS), which aims to provide work and income to urban poor, has been instrumental in increasing women’s participation.

As of 2018, the state’s UERGS had been a major source of employment for women, especially in rural areas. The scheme also provides training and skill development programs to enhance women’s employability.

The Economic Review noted that the participation rate in Kerala was higher than that of all-India average, with rural women participating more actively than their counterparts.

The review also highlighted the role of the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) in increasing women’s participation in economic activities.

The review noted that the participation rate in Kerala was 26.6 per cent in 2017-18, compared to 16.4 per cent in 2016-17.

The review also noted that the participation rate in rural areas was higher than that of urban areas, with rural women participating more actively than their counterparts.
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Trump impeached, but what's the point now?

CATIE EDMONDSON
WASHINGTON, Jan 14

The Republican majority in the Senate followed the President was acquitted by Congress was meeting to formalise Trump with “incitement of insurrection”, the Ukrainephone call case. In the trial that followed the President was acquitted by the Senate. The article of impeachment charges the President with “incitement of insurrection” for his role in instigating the January 6 pro-Trump insurrection at the U.S. Capitol. The Senate voted to acquit the President.

What is the final vote?

The Senate voted to acquit the President 57-43. The vote was along party lines, with 48 Republicans and 5 Democrats voting to acquit, and 51 Democrats and 48 Republicans voting to convict. The requirement for conviction was a two-thirds majority of the Senate, or 67 votes.

What happens next?

The Senate is now scheduled to vote on whether to hold witnesses and new evidence in the trial. If the Senate votes to hold witnesses, the trial will proceed. If the Senate votes to hold witnesses, the trial will proceed. If the Senate votes to hold witnesses, the trial will proceed. If the Senate votes to hold witnesses, the trial will proceed.

What is the significance of the acquittal?

The acquittal of the President means that he cannot be removed from office through impeachment proceedings again. It also means that the Senate does not have the power to try the President for any other crimes or offenses after his term has ended.

What is the impact of the acquittal on the political climate?

The acquittal of the President is likely to escalate the political divide in the country. It could lead to further polarization and division among the two parties, and could make it more difficult for the government to function smoothly.

What is the international reaction to the acquittal?

The international community has generally condemned the acquittal of the President. Many countries have expressed concern over the decision and have called for a more transparent and accountable process for holding politicians accountable for their actions.

What is the reaction of the public?

The reaction of the public to the acquittal is mixed. Some people are高兴, and others are concerned.

What is the next step in the political process?

The next step in the political process is likely to be the 2024 presidential election. The Republican party is expected to nominate a new candidate to challenge the Democratic nominee, who is expected to be Joe Biden.

What is the impact of the acquittal on the economy?

The acquittal of the President is likely to have a limited impact on the economy. The economy is expected to remain strong despite the political uncertainty.

What is the impact of the acquittal on international relations?

The acquittal of the President is likely to have a limited impact on international relations. The United States is expected to continue to engage with other countries on a variety of issues, including trade, security, and climate change.

What is the impact of the acquittal on the legal system?

The acquittal of the President is likely to have a limited impact on the legal system. The legal system is expected to continue to function as usual, with judges and lawyers working to ensure justice is served.
Trump impeached for ‘incitement of insurrection’

Under pressure, Trump puts video condemning violence

Twelve years after the storm, the US Capitol was stormed again. On January 6, 2021, thousands of people breached the security barriers and broke into the building. The US President, Donald Trump, was impeached for a second time.

The video was approved by the House of Representatives on January 13. The unprecedented decision was taken by a majority of 357-50 in favor of the impeachment. The Senate will now hold a trial to determine whether Trump is guilty of inciting the insurrection.

The House of Representatives voted 357-50 in favor of the impeachment. The Senate will now hold a trial to determine whether Trump is guilty of inciting the insurrection.

The Senate trial is scheduled to begin on February 9. The outcome of the trial is unclear, but it is likely to be a close vote. The Senate requires a two-thirds majority to convict Trump, and the Democrats hold 50 seats, while the Republicans hold 50 seats.

The impeachment was largely based on Trump’s role in the January 6 insurrection, which was triggered by his false claims of election fraud and his encouragement of his supporters to march on the Capitol.

Trump was impeached for the second time on January 13, 2021, by the US House of Representatives, accusing him of inciting an insurrection in the January 6 attack on the US Capitol.

The trial will be held in the Senate, where 100 senators, 50 of whom must vote in favor of conviction, will weigh in on whether Trump should be removed from office.

On January 13, the House voted to impeach Trump for the second time, charging him with inciting an insurrection. The Senate will now hold a trial to determine whether he should be removed from office.
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CONCENTRATION OF POWER BY ITSELF NOT A CONCERN: CCI

The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has an open mind when it comes to concentration of power in marketplaces, but it is still keen on ensuring that it doesn’t result in anti-competitive practices.

"We are not averse to concentration of power by itself," said CCI chairman Shri Sanjiv Srivastava.

Mr Srivastava, addressing a press conference on Friday, said the CCI had looked at cases where there was a concentration of power and investigated them on the basis of the evidence and the industry context and found that in none of those cases the concentration of power was exploited in an anti-competitive manner.

"We feel that the CCI has to have an open mind about concentration of power by itself. The only question is whether that concentration could result in anti-competitive practices. It is our task to ensure that this does not happen," he said.

Regarding the issue of dominance, Mr Srivastava said the CCI would be interested in looking into that aspect and would be committed to ensuring that dominance is not abused.

"It is a question of whether there is dominance, and if there is, how is it being exploited. We will look into it as part of our broader commitment that we will ensure that concentration of power, in whatever context, does not result in any anti-competitive practices," he added.

Srivastava said the CCI was committed to ensuring that the market remained competitive and transparent, and would look into any pro-competitive practices that could result in higher efficiency and innovation in the sector.

"We will look into any pro-competitive practices that can ensure higher efficiency in the sector. We will also ensure that there is transparency in the market," he said.

He also said the CCI was committed to ensuring that there is no anti-competitive practice in the market, and would look into any practice that could result in an anti-competitive outcome.

"We will ensure that there is no anti-competitive practice in the market. We will look into any practice that could result in an anti-competitive outcome," he said.

Mr Srivastava said the CCI was committed to ensuring that any pro-competitive practices that could result in higher efficiency and innovation in the sector were looked into.
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The Gabba has been a happy-hunting ground for Australia but for visitors, including an injury-hit India, it sends shivers down the spine.

Situated in New Farm, the Gabba is described by many as one of the most fearsome stadiums in the world. It is where Michael Clarke threatened James Anderson, where Geelong Dockers, with the virtue of numbers at their disposal, flattened Bradshaw Park with the help of a 10-wicket massacre.

It's where former England captain Andrew Strauss made the famous statement: “I can’t wait to get you to the Gabba.”

It’s the venue that saw India’s 7-0 whitewash in the 2009 Ashes, a series where they were level at 17-all in the first game and close to losing 2-0 after their 174-run win in the third Test. It is also where Pakistan and India met in a seven-Test series the following year, with the visitors winning 4-1.

The Gabba pitch has preserved its distinctive characteristics over the years, offering bounce, pace and swing. Former greats like Ian Chappell, Laker, Uphill, Warne, Ponting and the current trio of Hazlewood, Cummins and Starc have all terrorised visitors.

Several stadiums field such an aureal fear either. Gabbaistas, its moniker: a portmanteau of Gabba and Pakistanis, provokes a hollow dread. Like being thrown into a slaughterhouse.

It is no surprise Australia’s bowlers love the Gabba: because Australians are a hardy lot.

Sawitsricharoen, loss on, upward curvilinear long-time away 

Bess spins a web as England bowl out Lanka for 135 on Day 1

Keller: Olympic gold medallist, failed salesman & now Capitol Hill rioter
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From the Vulture Street end

David Lloyd was the first to go, but as the ball continued to swing and bowl, Australia’s bitter experience with the Gabba was repeated.

Sawitsricharoen. Loss on, upward curvilinear long-time away
UP Food Park: Unique Vista To Adequate Industrialisation

The Ministry of Food Processing Industry has announced the setting up of the UP Food Park under the UP Government’s initiative. The park will be established near Lucknow and is expected to create 10,000 jobs.

The Food Park will focus on the processing and preservation of agricultural produce, including fruits, vegetables, spices, and herbs. It will also provide facilities for research and development, quality control, and training.

The park is expected to boost the state’s food processing industry and create opportunities for local farmers and entrepreneurs.

The establishment of the UP Food Park aligns with the government’s efforts to promote industrialisation and create employment opportunities in the state.

The Food Park will be a hub for food processing industries, enabling them to operate in a conducive environment and access state-of-the-art facilities.

The UP Government has already identified several locations for the Food Park, including areas near Lucknow and the state capital, Allahabad.

The Food Park will not only provide a platform for local food processors but also attract investors from the global food processing sector.

The project is expected to be completed within two years, with the first phase of operations commencing by 2023.

The setting up of the UP Food Park is a significant step towards achieving the state’s goal of becoming a food processing hub in the region.

The Food Park will provide a conducive environment for food processing industries to grow and thrive, creating a sustainable ecosystem for the sector.

The establishment of the UP Food Park is a testament to the government’s commitment to promoting industrialisation and creating employment opportunities at the state and national levels.

The Food Park will not only benefit the local food processing industries but also contribute to the national economy by generating employment and promoting trade.

The UP Government’s efforts to establish the Food Park are a positive development, indicating a strong commitment to promoting industrialisation and creating a conducive environment for businesses to thrive.
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swarm that the civilian populace is in a posi-
tion to be provided assistance both in terms of food and material. A total of

113 hospitals’ well-earned National felicitations for treatment of 12,000 patients from within
the Army resources. Quarantine facilities have been extended to approximately 4,000
ex-
states, wherever the country faces prob-
den. COVID-19 provided the Indian Army
an opportunity to help reach out to friendly
Foreign countries also showed,帮助 not only extended in terms of specialised main-
power and medicines but also COVID man-
agement techniques.

2020 has also laid foundations for one of
the most remarkable and momentous
changes in the functioning of the Armed Forces, the era of integration of the Army, Air
Forces. The era of integration of the Army, Air
Forces.

In 2019-20, India continued its upwards

trajectory of its capability in all fronts
against the terror and the collective efforts
of the security forces, the security ob-
jectives of Kashmir & Jammu has seen

progressive improvement. On one hand,
high level of alertness in its troops along the Line of Control (LoC) and the challenges to

inflict terrorities into the Valley, at

the same time in high troop augmentation operations in the border area ensured
safeguarding of operational space for its

military customers worldwide. Trimble and its
strategic partner Allterra India are proud to
support the Indian Army in its acquisition of
best-in-class technologies.

On Army Day 2021, Trimble and Allterra India extend a heartfelt thank you to
the Indian Army for its selfless service and unflinching determination to do what’s right for India, including embracing technology to become one of the
most modern armies globally.